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How can the private sector find pathways to engage at scale?

Research Methodology: 

• Identified 173 initiatives and documented 
110 initiatives in detail that have:

– At least one driving private sector actor

– Operations in low- and middle- income 
countries,

– Concentrated in Africa and the Middle East, and 
geographically close to the points of crisis

• Developed five in-depth case studies

• Surveyed 58 private sector actors on their 
current engagement and forward looking
perspectives

• 35 interviews with a variety of stakeholders 
including private sector actors, humanitarian 
organizations, funders, and intermediaries
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A diverse and growing landscape – but, still early-stage 
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60% expect to deepen their engagement in the coming years
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Impact decisively outweighs financial gain as a motivation
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Hiring refugees directly and/or working 
with smaller enterprises that hiring 
refugees through sourcing or 
subcontracting work

Selling goods and services tailored to 
refugee populations

Providing financial support to entities 
working to provide humanitarian aid 
to refugees

Integrating into value chains

Building a business

Funding humanitarian assistance

There are pathways to scale for private sector engagement

Sharing capabilities –such 
as technology or technical 
expertise to provide 
access to humanitarian 
assistance, education or 
financial services

Adapting current business 
models to sell 
goods/services to refugees 

Providing job training 
and/or entrepreneurial 
supports to refugees

Sharing capabilities

Extending services

Enabling employment
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Five in-depth case studies help to illustrate ‘the how’
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Three factors enable impact at scale for private sector

1. Flexible, need 
based financing
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Three factors enable impact at scale for private sector

2. Effective private sector collaboration
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Three factors enable impact at scale for private sector

3. Critical information provision
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Appendix:
A.1 – Detailed barriers to engagement from the survey results

Average score  (Note: 5 = Very significant)

Barriers to private sector investment
When considering investments in the refugee space, how significant are each of the 
following types of barriers on a scale of 1 to 5? (N=58)
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Appendix:
A.2 – Valuable funding mechanisms

D R A F T

What funding mechanisms would be more valuable 
in supporting your engagement/initiative? (Select multiple) (N=58)


